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supported by all OEMs so i want to make to clear that this progam needs root access (root(2) permission) and it is only a tool to
update system Apps – this app is not changing the system Apps. Also as i mentioned below i know some OEMs are patching the
Superuser.apk by disabling the SuperUser.apk file but this progam has been designed to ignore any changes by OEMs and will
always find the apk in system (if it is still there) SuperUser.apk - in application /system/app – in battery status edit: this apk is

located under /system/app, it may be also located under /system/priv-app or /system/bin Download doomlord_v4_root-zergrush-
busybox-su - 609 KB How to update SuperUser.apk on Android 2.1 and newer: on Android: follow this guide on Android 2.1

and newer: Superuser.apk – in application /system/app •.apk on application /system/app is the most suitable because there is not
much installed Apps and the system apk can be easily updated (instead of an app needed to be updated) Just install the

doomlord_v4_root-zergrush-busybox-su.zip file with Odin and Superuser.apk will be updated with no additional action to do.
What is Superuser.apk: • At first i thought the file is located under /system/app but it is the most common one for the system (it
is located under /system/app by default) – it is like a chainloader for android apps or any other data on sdcard • By default this

program will find the Superuser.apk file and will flash it or update it if needed. • Superuser.apk is the most commonly used
system app on android devices (if you need to do something on rooted device you can “root” the system and have root access on

all apps – including 1cb139a0ed
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